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Foreword
Amy Radin
All assumptions about commercial real estate as
we knew it prior to 2020 have been upended by
COVID19. Tenants are redeﬁning employee
experiences for their people, including
considerations for the trip to and from the
workplace. Many do not see the at-home
workplace going away any time soon, if ever. This
means permanent change in the on-site
experience property owners and managers will be expected to provide, a
renegotiation of the space and services provided, performance standards,
ﬁnancials and other lease or ownership terms, and for some, a redeﬁnition of
purpose and the market problems they will solve in the future, enabling a diﬀerent
business model.
After decades of population movement to the suburbs, US metro areas have
seen population increases since 2010, according to US Census Bureau data, and
has grown steadily overall since then. There now seems to be a redirection, at least
anecdotally, as families reconsider the suburbs for their social distancing ease and
other amenities, and as they redeﬁne how they will live and work in the aftermath
of the pandemic.
Commercial real estate owners and property managers have responded quickly to
the near-and-present demands for safety inside their buildings. Developers of new
properties are building in contactless access to spaces, and reconﬁguring space and
amenities to respond to the early signals of the many new expectations likely to
become permanent. Still others are going further, repurposing no-longer-needed
commercial real estate to create aﬀordable housing sorely needed across the
urban landscape.

Foreword continued
The starting point for this new and unexpected journey in the face of the sector’s
disruption is to conﬁrm the business’ North Star – to know the destination when
the path is uncertain and unpredictable will greatly reduce the risks of losing focus
and wasting resources. All property owners and managers will next have to look
hard at expectations for the experience in and around their locations, through the
eyes of their tenants and their tenants’ stakeholders.
While the challenges are profound and serious, there are already signs of
opportunity, examples of ingenuity and innovation, and there are methods to
accelerate adapting with greater reliability. Read on for insights on how to adapt to
the new realities of the commercial real estate sector.

“To know the destination when the path is
uncertain and unpredictable will greatly reduce
the risks of losing focus and wasting resources.”

Introduction
Historically, Real Estate has been about, location, location, location. But it’s now
also about ﬂexibility, agility, safety and purpose!
Covid-19 has “compressed three years of change into three months“, and
accelerated some previous trends. Real Estate - especially commercial - as a sector
is facing more challenges than any other.
1) Need for traditional shared work space seems to be going down.
2) The nature of the space tenants/property buyers want is changing – less
space? Meeting space only? Space can be, and needs to be, reimagined.
3) Financial challenges: demands for rent waivers and reductions.
But owners have mortgages with bank covenants. It is a very tricky ﬁnancial
situation.
Addressing these challenges now, and in the long term, oﬀer huge rewards. Taking
care of business now needs to focus on ﬁnancial stability and occupant Health &
Safety. But what next? Retroﬁts? Prototype based on customer input? And as you
look down the road a bit, what projects are underway that can be space for the
post-COVID world?
Deﬁne what business you are in, what problem you are solving. Maybe it used to
be “oﬃce space”, but do they have to recast that as solving a bigger workforce
problem?
This paper contains some practical tips from senior CX leaders on how real estate
Execs might leverage learning from CX transformation to help to address the current challenges in real estate.

“Taking care of business now needs to focus on
ﬁnancial stability and occupant Health & Safety.
But what next?”

An adversarial approach is self-defeating.
Collaboration & joint flexibility is key.
Owners or tenants each demanding rents to be higher or lower is self
defeating. It doesn't take a lot for a business to go bankrupt and properties quickly
become empty, which devalues the real estate for everyone.
Owners are continuing to develop a safety ﬁrst mentality to meet their evolving
Loyalty
Programs
requirements, and have been reaching out to help their tenants
design
and deliver
an experience to their customer / employees so they get utility from the property.
We really have been all in this together.

Do they have the tech and monitoring tools in place to be versatile in
real time?
Owners – who have tended to favour long-term and ﬁxed deals - need to become
really versatile and prepared to be ﬂexible as the need and demand for property
evolves.

What can you do?
Consider a facilitated joint planning workshop to each better understand issues and
identify common goals.
Get better / faster at jointly evaluating, responding, and piloting.
Start by agreeing a joint intent.

What would the top 3 questions on the agenda be?

Return to office is rational and emotional.
Property owners need to realize that returning to the oﬃce is both a rational and an
emotional challenge for owners and occupants of their properties.
This extends to the journey to and from the property. There's a lot of
concern about the commute, so if you can walk, drive or bike to work it's OK, but if
colleagues or customers have to get on public transportation, this could prevent
people from making the journey.

A recent New York Times article reported that only
approximately 500 of 8000 occupants currently showing up
to work at 1271 Ave of the Americas (former Time Life
Building). A great example of changing times.
Property owners need to consider this as an end to end experience.
As well as making sure operations are safe, there’s a need to create an “emotional”
sense of safety; colleagues and customers need to be reassured and to see someone cleaning handles; “I want to see
somebody there squirting the touch screen at a McDonald's”.
Owners and tenants can do a lot to reassure colleagues and customers with
thoughtful labelling and the signage to encourage compliance.
Owners are also likely to need to invest in demonstrating that their HV/AC and air
ﬁltration is robust. This will likely require a new set of science based protocols /
standard that everyone must apply. If one operation fails to comply resulting in a
Covid19 outbreak, we’ve already seen this shut down the entire supply chain eg:
meat processors US and fruit pickers UK.

What can you do?
LOTS of dialogue.
Talk to as many people as possible to understand the rational and emotional drivers of colleagues and customers. Ask the question “what’s it going to take to
convince you?”.

Will offices, retail, hospitality EVER fully reopen ...
and stay open?
Several large employers have already stated that colleagues have the
choice about whether they want to come back (Facebook, Google, Nationwide).
Given the likelihood of a “second wave” and challenges of validating, gaining
approval for, launching and scaling a vaccine, nobody seems to be rushing people
back.
Several large corporations are taking the opportunity to reﬂect on the very nature of
work, and also the extent to which work can be automated, and then to reﬂect on
whether, when and how it’s necessary to get groups of people together. Owners
and tenants need to have these discussions together so as they can collaborate and
design ways to drive value together.
Premature opening and then needing to close again is proving to be more
damaging to owners and tenants than closure. Several geographies in N America
and Europe have bowed to pressure to reopen only to have to lock down again.
Owners and tenants would be well advised to cautiously reopen in stages so as
risks can be managed and any problems quickly dealt with.
As Covid19 looks to continue as a risk for some time, owners and tenants need to
systematically harvest the learning from the last 18 weeks and build a “playbook” so
as the lessons learned from this precious, painful and costly time are not lost and
future responses can be faster and eﬀective.

What can you do?
Develop a Covid19 Playbook

(ideally owners and tenants together).
Leverage the learning and share proven practices to ensure everyone is best
prepared for the future.

Litigation
Owners and tenants also need to work together to avoid exposure to potential
liability from colleagues and customers who claim Covid19 exposure at their
location.

“Workers and their families at McDonald’s Corp’s Chicago restaurants
have filed a class-action lawsuit against the fast-food chain that does
not seek money for sick staff, but compliance with health guidance
such as providing clean face masks.
The strategy was unsuccessful against a meatpacking plant but
experts said it could work against McDonald’s and other companies,
and a business group warned about a flood of cases.
“The damage done by inadequate safety practices is not confined to
the walls of a restaurant but instead has broader public health
consequences,” Tuesday’s lawsuit said.”
- Covid-19 lawsuit takes on McDonald’s like it was a rowdy bar (Reuters, 26 May 2020)

What can you do?
Use an end to end customer and colleague journey map to identify key touchpoints
that are a risk and build mitigation strategies with colleagues and customers.

Business model needs to change
For the last 10 or 15 years real estate has favoured high density and urban areas.
Covid19 has changed everything and could send people totally in the other
direction.

“Owners / tenants are going to need to adapt
from the idea of ﬁxed leases for long periods
based on square footage.”
This model for real estate has been massively disrupted. Owners /
tenants are going to need to adapt from the idea of ﬁxed leases for long periods
based on square footage, to a model of being more agile and focused, as both see
colleagues / customers needing to feel protected by employees when visiting the
site.
At the moment, big retail outlets are renegotiating leases, requesting deferred
payments until next year, and even ﬂoating ideas like proﬁt sharing or paying only
when they have cash ﬂow. The owner and tenant business model is fundamentally
changing. The balance
sheet laws of owning, leasing and renting real estate now are at odds with what
stakeholders need. Owners and tenants need to be clear about what their individual
and joint value proposition is and how to realize new value out of the assets
together.
This will require actively listening from both sides and a readiness to
evolve the business model and embrace the impact of technology on driving value.
These relationships feel considerably more collaborative, ﬂuid and ﬂexible to be
sustainable post covid19.

What can you do?
Establish “cross business” and open book Governance so as owners and tenants are
motivated to identify joint sources of value.

Be driven by a wider, joint ambition & intent
It’s clear that owners and tenants need much closer cooperation, but to be
successful in the context of a business area or city block, owners and tenants would
also need to include and engage diﬀerent stakeholders eg: municipalities, and
together agree a joint vision of the municipality and how it would drive value for all
stakeholders.
Once this intent is clear, the joint stakeholders would also need to map every
customer journey need. They should be appraised to understand the end to end
journey for all users. Plus, visible signs that the area is safe eg: taped routes and
areas on the ﬂoor cues for digital pickup and enforced one way traﬃc entrance and
exit doors is a radically diﬀerent notion, but necessary to build and maintain
conﬁdence.

“... the joint stakeholders would also need to
map every customer journey need. They should
be appraised to understand the end to end
journey for all users.”

Conclusion
Property and real estate execs lead organisations are now facing radical and rapid
change as they respond to Covid-19. But you’re not alone.
Since March 2020 we’ve collaborated with 70+ Execs and developed an Exec
checklist of ten points for responding to Covid-19. We’ve updated this for use by
Property Execs:

1) Set out a clear purpose and statement of intent to act as your guide (North
Star) – what is your purpose? – to inform your response to Covid-19 and
beyond
2) Run a brief, daily leadership/session to ensure leadership are on the same
page and remain focused on the priorities – especially important as we
approach wave 2
3) Identify ALL stakeholders (local, regional, and national) and ensure active
engagement, both on rational – what we do - and emotional – how we do it issues
4) Have daily dialogue with clients, customers etc to keep them well informed
and enable them to ask questions, and above all to listen - and show you’re
listening
5) Increase the pace in sensing, assessing, prototyping, and scaling what
works
6) Objectively map the real, current experience that clients and customers
have today and actively manage the C19 risks – mapping tools by TribeCX can
help here

Conclusion continued
7) Ensure there is a robust, formal and informal, 360 degree feedback loop
and metrics to keep you informed of how things are progressing
8) Set up the systematic recording of learnings from the past 14-16 weeks to
form a guide for next time (a Covid-19 playbook) – sharing widely, keeping
everyone aligned
9) Develop and actively manage a ‘do now, do next, do later’ plan, and
establish governance so that only a maximum of three key priorities remain
the focus at one time (take all of the above and form the plan)
10) Always be keen and ready to learn… keep challenging yourself and be
ready to support proven practices.

Stop Press!
“Those who do the right thing at this time will be unforgettable, those
that do the wrong thing will be unforgivable.”
- David Ricks CEO Eli Lilly

At TribeCX we want to do our part. We’ve collaborated with 70+ CX leaders to
create “smart map”. In 2 x 1 hour ZOOM calls we’ll co-create a “do now, do next,
do later” plan for your response to Covid-19. There’s no charge and no
commitment, we’re just told its practically useful and immensely helpful
(especially as we head into 2021 planning).
TribeCX is keen to help and oﬀers a free “smart map” collaboration session to
build a “do now, do next, do later” plan.

To contact us, please go to

www.tribecx.com
( August 2020 )
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